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Abstract  
The oxidation of ethene on the Pd(111) surface was studied in the temperature range 330 K to 923 K by in-situ XPS and mass spectrometry both 
during heating and cooling in a reaction mixture of 5x10-4 mbar C2H4 and 1.5x10-3 mbar O2. Carbon-containing surface species were found to be 
strongly predominant over oxygen species within the whole temperature range, despite the excess of oxygen in the gas phase. Diffusion of carbon 
into the palladium bulk started at 480 K, leading at ~500 K to the appearance of an electronically altered, dissolved carbon phase with a C1s 
binding energy of 284.45eV, which extended over several layers in the near-surface region and was stable up to ~650 K. This spectroscopic trend 
was clearly related to a pronounced shift of catalytic selectivity toward CO. Above 660K the dissolved carbon species decomposed and the reac-
tion took place on an adsorbate-depleted Pd metal surface, with CO as the main product. During the cooling ramp the same surface-near carbon 
modification formed at a 70 degree lower threshold temperature, inducing a pronounced hysteresis of the catalytic selectivity. 
 
 
Keywords: Palladium, Pd(111), Ethene oxidation, High pressure in situ XPS, Subsurface carbon, Dissolved carbon, 
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1. Introduction  
 

It is known that the catalytic properties of palladium 
strongly depend on its oxidation state. On the one hand 
dispersed palladium metal is an important catalyst for hy-
drocarbon (in particular methane) combustion [1,2]. In case 
of methane oxidation e.g. on alumina-supported Pd, the 
catalytic activity of Pd is associated with the kinetic hys-
teresis between formation and decay of the highly active 
PdO phase [3,4].  

     On the other hand, palladium-containing sup-
ported catalysts are also frequently used in the selective 
oxidation of hydrocarbons, e.g. of ethene to acetaldehyde 
or to acetic acid [5-7], and of ethene plus acetic acid to 
vinyl acetate [8-11]. For these processes the catalytic im-
portance of carbon residing in the subsurface region of a 

highly reduced state of the catalysts has already been rec-
ognized [5,10,12]. In case of unsupported Pd several modi-
fications of the surface and the surface-near region are 
reported in literature, among them the formation of a well 
ordered hydride strongly promoting e.g. ethene hydrogena-
tion [13], and a solid solution of carbon formed near the Pd 
surface by different carbon containing gases[14-16]. 

The main problem of previous ex-situ studies is of 
course the stability of intermediate reactive species, since 
most of them are metastable and may only exist under cer-
tain reaction conditions. As predicted by theoretical calcu-
lations of oxygen subsurface migration [17,18], a certain 
chemical potential of gas phase oxygen is needed to estab-
lish a supersaturation of adsorbed oxygen on the surface, 
sufficient to stabilize the “dissolved” oxygen atoms beyond 
the first atomic layer, which are energetically less favour-
able than surface-adsorbed O-atoms. For carbon the situa-
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tion appears to be different. As has been revealed experi-
mentally in our previous work and also has been substanti-
ated by DFT calculations [18,19], the adsorbed carbon 
atoms need to overcome an activation barrier of 107 kJ/mol 
to pass the surface Pd layer (59-78 kJ/mol according to 
recent theory work[18]), but then become energetically 
stabilized in the subsurface or bulk dissolved state 
[18,20,21]. The activation barrier for C migration inside the 
bulk is considerably lower, at 65 kJ/mol [20] The amount 
of carbon expected within the first atomic layers will there-
fore depend strongly on temperature, pressure and time. In 
our previous UHV work it was possible to quantify the 
irreversible rate of carbon uptake resulting from ethane 
dissociation through the surface Pd layer [19], but all meas-
urements under UHV conditions are basically hampered by 
unknown distribution of carbon among surface-near and 
deeper bulk regions. It is therefore necessary to investigate 
the Pd catalyst in situ, in order to detect species on and also 
below the surface which are only stable under steady reac-
tion conditions. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
using tunable synchrotron light is one of the most powerful 
in-situ techniques because it can monitor both the surface 
and the surface-near regions with high sensitivity, including 
the possibility of information depth variation.  
 
 
2. Experimental 
 

Conventionally, XPS is operated under UHV, since 
the photoelectrons are strongly scattered in a high-pressure 
gas phase. To overcome these limitations, high-pressure 
XPS chambers were designed in the late 1970’s [22]. A 
number of high-pressure XPS experiments have been per-
formed since then [23-25]. The in situ XPS setup used for 
this study employs differentially pumped electrostatic 
lenses, and allows to measure the sample in a gaseous envi-
ronment (batch flow reactor mode) at pressures of up to 1 
mbar. 

The experiments were performed at beamline U49/2-
PGM1 at BESSY in Berlin. The high-pressure XPS setup is 
described elsewhere [26]. The photoelectron binding en-
ergy (BE) was calibrated with respect to the Fermi edge. 
The sample, a (111)-oriented Pd single crystal, was 
mounted on a temperature-controlled heating stage. The 
temperature was measured by a chromel-alumel thermo-
couple spot-welded onto the side of the sample. The sample 
was heated by an IR laser from the rear. The sample clean-
ing procedures consisted of repeating cycles of Ar+ sputter-
ing at room and elevated temperature, annealing up to 950 
K in UHV, and exposure to O2 followed by flashing at 950 
K for 60 seconds in UHV. The sample cleanness was 
checked by XPS. The Pd(111) single crystal sample was 
positioned inside a high-pressure cell 2 mm away from a 1 
mm aperture, the entrance to a differentially pumped elec-
trostatic lens and to the hemispherical analyser.  

In order to study activity, selectivity and chemical 
state of the catalyst during ethene oxidation, a reaction 
mixture of ethene and oxygen (ratio 1:3) was allowed to 

flow through its reaction chamber. The total flow rate was 
empirically adjusted for a sufficiently sensitive detection of 
the reaction products by a QMS, which was supplied with a 
minor portion of the reaction mixture via a defined capil-
lary leak. In our experimental setup neither the exact supply 
rate of the reactants through the leak valves nor the effec-
tive pump rate of the reaction chamber could be calibrated 
with reasonable precision. Thus we have to limit ourselves 
to the partial pressure data of reactants and products in the 
reaction chamber under steady reaction conditions, and we 
can not quantify turnover rates. The partial pressure data 
were calculated on the basis of the decrease of the QMS 
intensities of oxygen (m/z = 32) and ethene (m/z = 27) and 
of the increase of CO (m/z = 28), water (m/z = 18) and CO2 
(m/z = 44) induced by the catalytic reaction. The total reac-
tant pressure and the actual partial pressure ratio of ethene 
and oxygen were measured by an ionization gauge prior to 
the onset of the reaction (cold catalyst), thereby accounting 
for their relative ionization probability. On this basis the 
m/z = 27 ethene and m/z = 32 oxygen QMS signals could 
be calibrated. Since in our experiment no measurable 
amounts of molecular reaction products (acetic acid, acet-
aldehyde...) were detectable, the reaction stoichiometry is 
limited to the irreversible formation of water, CO and CO2: 

 
C2H4 + (3-x)O2 → (2x)CO + (2-2x)CO2 + 2 H2O  
           with   (0 < x < 1) 

 
The known relative detection sensitivity of CO and 

CO2 in the QMS was used to determine x 
from the m/z=28 and m/z=44 signals. Since the mass 

28 signal represents a superposition of the ethene and CO 
molecule ion contributions, at first the appropriate intensity 
contribution of the ethene-induced m/z=28 signal was sub-
tracted from the total m/z=28 signal, in order to extract the 
CO-related contribution. This was done by amplifying the 
solely ethene-related m/z=27 signal curve, which is not 
influenced by CO, by the known (separately determined) 
signal ratio of m/z=28 to m/z=27 for clean ethene, followed 
by subtraction. 

In order to back-check the described quantification of 
the individual partial pressures, the sum of the CO and CO2 
partial pressures was compared with the ethene partial pres-
sure change and a very good agreement was verified using 
a factor of 2. Finally, the sum of all product partial pres-
sures (CO, CO2 and water) equalled the reaction-induced 
ethene pressure change multiplied by a factor of 4, in ac-
cordance with the stoichiometry given above. 

The temperature-programmed catalysis experiments 
involved heating with a linear ramp rate of 10 K/min from 
330 K to 923 K, holding the temperature at 923 K for 3 
min, and cooling, again with a linear ramp of 10 K/min, to 
423 K. During this temperature program both the composi-
tion of the gas phase was continuously measured with the 
QMS and XPS spectra (O1s, C1s, Pd3d region, fermi edge 
and survey spectra in order to check for contaminants, pho-
ton energy 650 eV) were continuously recorded. The de-
convolution of the Pd3d5/2 XP spectra involved an 
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asymmetric Gausso-Lorentzian sum function in analogy to 
[27,28]. Accordingly, the clean Pd(111) Pd3d5/2 peak was 
deconvoluted into two components, an asymmetric bulk 
and a symmetric surface component according to [29]. The 
spectra generated by this procedure were optimised by 
least-squares fits to the experimental data with a Shirley-
type background considered. The derived binding energies 
(334.93eV for the bulk and 334.63 for the surface compo-
nent), which are in very good agreement with previous 
peak fits [29,30] and their shape parameters (FWHM, 
asymmetry and mixing factor of Gausso-Lorentzian sum) 
were kept within the constrains given in Table 1. In order to 
determine the adsorbate and carbon induced components in 
the Pd3d5/2 spectra only the binding energies and the peak 
area were optimised by the fitting procedure. The FWHM 
and mixing ratio were again kept within the same con-
straints as the bulk and surface components. Table 1 sum-
marizes the particular components and their fitting 
parameters. 
 
 
3. Results 
 
3.1. Heating cycle 
 

Fig. 1 shows the partial pressures of ethene and of 
the carbon oxide products plotted vs. temperature. The 
traces of CO and CO2 both show a strong hysteresis behav-
iour. Water formation is omitted in Fig.1 since its partial 
pressure change closely corresponded to the inverse ethene 
pressure change multiplied by 2. The top graph shows the 
partial pressure of ethene and reflects total conversion. The 
reaction starts at > 430 K, a temperature which is close to 
results from previous studies on complete thermal ethene 
decomposition [19]. It was shown that ethene starts to de-
compose to carbon and hydrogen in the temperature range 
above 410 K and that C subsurface migration starts at 
T>440 K both on the Pd(111) surface [19] and the Pd(110) 
surface [31]. The initial activity increase exhibits already a 
remarkable "fine structure", as a minimum in the ethene 
partial pressure evolves at 480 K (left dotted line in Fig.1) 
and the selectivity for CO2 formation is almost 100% 
(compare also the respective selectivity plot in Fig.8), i.e. 
CO formation has not yet started. In a small window be-
tween 480 and 500 K the ethene conversion stagnates and 
the CO2 formation slows down, reaching a first minimum at 
520 K, and exactly in this range CO starts to be formed 
with increasing rate. The catalyst now becomes highly ac-
tive with respect to CO formation and both ethene conver-
sion and CO partial pressure reach a peak at 660 K (pCO = 
6*10-4 mbar), in contrast to CO2 formation, which shows 
only a shallow increase up to about 620 K and exhibits a 
minimum at 660 K (Fig.1, right dotted line). In general, the 
low temperature region (380 K to 660 K) is characterised 
by a strong activity increase from zero to the maximum 
value and a dramatic decrease of the CO2 selectivity (given 
in Fig.8, derived from the data of Fig.1) from  >90% to  
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Figure 1: Partial pressures of CO2, CO and ethene during the 
oxidation of ethene plotted against temperature 
 
 
~20%, and vice versa by a strong increase of the CO selec-
tivity from <10% to ~80%.  

From 660 K up to 923 K the activity with respect to 
ethene conversion remains in a relatively narrow range and 
the selectivity changes (CO vs. CO2) are much less pro-
nounced. CO remains the main product at high tempera-
tures (Fig. 8). The CO2 formation rate (Fig.1) and 
selectivity (Fig.8) increase from 660 to 750 K and then 
again decrease up to 923 K, as complemented by the in-
verse trend in CO formation and selectivity, the latter rang-
ing in between 84% and 70% (CO2 between 15% and 30 
%). 

The same description holds for the cooling cycle in 
between 923 K and 700 K: the selectivity pattern and the 
total activity are close to the values observed during heat-
ing, i.e. there are no strong hysteresis effects observed in 
this temperature range. The situation changes drastically 
below 700 K: CO formation is diminished quickly, but now 
without passing through a maximum at 660K, and ap-
proaches zero rate already at 520 K. In contrast, the CO2 
rate increases continuously between 923 K and 600 K, 
reaches a pronounced maximum at 600 K (Fig.1, middle 
dotted line) and then decreases steeply to approach zero 
rate at around 500 K. The low temperature maximum of 
CO2 formation observed during heating at 480 K is miss-
ing. The data of Fig.1/ Fig.8 clearly show a pronounced 
hysteresis of the CO- and CO2 formation rates and selectiv-
ities, giving rise to a selectivity hysteresis rather than a 
hysteresis in total activity.  

In situ XPS spectra were recorded continuously dur-
ing the temperature programmed reaction experiment, 
which are presented in the following figures. Fig.2 displays 
the C1s spectral region during the heating cycle. As indi-
cated by the low temperature spectra (330 K - 461 K), the 
Pd (111) surface is covered by carbon containing surface  
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Figure 2: C1s region recorded during heating from 330 K to 677 
K. Photon Energy 650eV 
 
 
species. The C1s signal shows a broad peak between 283 
eV and 286 eV lacking of analyzable structural features. 
Already an adlayer consisting only of ethylidyne (e.g. from 
ethene adsorbed at 300 K) gives rise to a rather complex 
spectrum of 4 components in the range between 283.5 eV 
and 285 eV [32]. Moreover ethylidyne should gradually 
decompose above 350 K towards more dehydrogenated 
molecular adsorbates, e.g. ethinyl (CCH), and finally to-
ward atomic carbon [19,33]. Therefore, and also because 
oxygenated intermediates may be additionally formed, we 
regard any meaningful deconvolution and assignment of 
peak components to known carbonaceous species as impos-
sible on the basis of the present XPS data. Only a separate 
peak with a maximum at 285.65 eV is most likely due to 
adsorbed CO, corresponding to a C1s signal usually ob-
served at binding energies between 285.53 eV for low CO 
coverage and 285.80 eV for saturation coverage [34]. There 
are no hints of more strongly oxygenated carbon species 
such as formate or acetate on the surface causing high BE 
features above 286 eV [35]. From 461 K to 505 K the C1s 
spectrum is completely changed. The broad C1s intensity 
between 283 eV and 285.5 eV disappears, and as well the 
intensity at 285.65 eV characteristic of adsorbed CO. In-
stead a sharp, symmetric single C1s peak (FWHM of 0.4 
eV, spectral resolution ~ 0.1. eV) is observed at 284.50 eV, 
indicating the presence of a single C species. The BE shift 
relative to adsorbed CO is in good agreement with theoreti-
cal results calculated for dissolved carbon atoms [18]. This 
peak exhibits an approximately constant intensity up to 583 
K and vanishes above 677 K. 

In analogy to the effects observed for the C1s region 
in Fig.2, the Pd3d5/2 peaks displayed in Fig. 3a show an 
additional shoulder at the high BE side in between 358 K 
and 444 K, characteristic of an adsorbate covered Pd(111) 
metal surface [34]. The dotted line indicates the peak posi-
tion of the Pd bulk component according to [29]. The pres-

ence and constant intensity of the bulk Pd component 
proves that in this temperature range the gas - surface inter-
action is indeed limited to the surface, as will be shown by 
the peak deconvolution of Fig. 3b.  

A strong change is observed as the temperature be-
comes higher and CO formation starts (480 K in Fig.1). 
The peak maximum shifts from the original bulk Pd posi-
tion at 334.9 eV up to 335.4 eV and the peak becomes 
nearly symmetric. A very similar spectrum persists up to 
568 K. At 611 K the bulk Pd component contributes again 
more strongly to the spectrum, and above 654 K the whole 
spectrum becomes rather characteristic of clean Pd metal 
(peak maximum again at 334.9 eV) [29]. The assignment of 
this spectrum to cleaned-off Pd metal is corroborated by the 
absence of measurable C1s and O1s intensity at this tem-
perature (for C1s see Figs. 2 and 5). The Pd3p/O1s region 
was monitored throughout the whole TPR experiment, but 
this spectra series is not shown since it exhibited no detect-
able O1s intensity contribution. Both O(ad) or surface-
oxide related O contributions could be expected and, if 
present,  should be superimposed as a low BE shoulder in 
the Pd3p-O1s spectral range (BE 528.9 to 530.4 eV) [36]. 
Our detection limit for such species was deduced from a 
previous study of Pd(111) oxidation [36] in the same ex-
perimental setup under otherwise very similar conditions, 
and is below 0.05 ML. We therefore conclude that the 
steady concentration of atomic oxygen species remains 
below the detection limit over the whole temperature range. 
Also the detection of small amounts of carbon oxygenates, 
in particular of CO (see CO induced component in the C1s 
spectra of Figs.2 and 5 between 330 K and 500 K) in the 
O1s spectra is hampered by the strong overlap with the 
broad Pd3p emission with a maximum at BE = 532 eV. 
Above 650 K the surface therefore can be considered as 
largely carbon- and oxygen depleted and the spectrum of 
almost clean Pd(111) is observed. 

Selected Pd3d5/2 profiles of Fig. 3a were subjected to 
a standard peak deconvolution using an asymmetric 
Gausso-Lorentzian sum function applied after Shirley-type 
background correction, and are shown in Fig. 3b. Table 1 
provides a summary of the BE of the assignable Pd3d spec-
tral components, on which the deconvolution was based. 
The experimental data (circles) are reproduced by the sum 
of three main components, which are assigned to the clean 
Pd metal surface layer at 334.63 eV, the Pd metal bulk at 
334.93 eV and the Pd component of the electronically al-
tered PdxCy state at 335.34 eV. Only in the 358 K spectrum 
an adsorbate-induced component at 335.52 eV was added 
to the deconvolution, in agreement with the presence of 
hydrocarbon adsorbates and CO (at 285.6 eV in Figs. 2 and 
5) at T<500 K. Due to the adsorbate-induced shift of sur-
face Pd the clean Pd(111) surface component at 334.63 eV 
is missing at 358 K.  

At 568 K, during heating, the bulk Pd component has 
already decreased and the PdxCy component has strongly 
gained in intensity. This trend is reverted again above 611 
K and at 846 K the presence of a mostly adsorbate-depleted  
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Table 1: Spectral components and parameters of fitting to the Pd3d5/2 photoemission peak. 

Pd 3d5/2 peak XPS peak Assignment  

BE [eV] FWHM [eV] % Lorentzian  

Pd (111) Bulk 

 

 

Surface 

334.93 

±0.02 

 

334.63 

±0.04 

0.75±0.05 

 

 

0.75±0.05 

 

25±3 % 

 

 

25±3 % 

Adsorbate in-

duced 

 335.52 

±0.04 

0.75±0.05 

 

25±3 % 

Dissolved carbon  

induced 

PdxCy 335.34 

±0.03 

0.75±0.05 

 

25±3 % 
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Figure 3: (a) Pd3d5/2 region recorded during heating from 358 K to 701 K. (b) Selected Pd3d5/2 photoemission spectra deconvoluted according to 
Table 1. (c) Palladium plasmon excitation monitored during heating. Photon Energy for all spectra 650 eV. 
 
 
metallic catalyst is indicated by the adequate contribution 
of the clean surface and bulk Pd metal components [29]. 

The strong suppression of the Pd metal bulk compo-
nent at BE = 334.93 eV in the temperature region from 480 
to 660 K indicates major alterations of the electronic state 
of the Pd(111) surface near region. In this respect, addi-
tional information could be derived from a detailed analysis 
of the characteristic Pd plasmon loss, which shifts a part of 
the Pd3d3/2 photoelectrons toward higher BE by about 6.5 
eV. The corresponding plasmon peak is shown in Fig. 3c, 
and exhibits a maximum intensity at approximately 346.4 
eV (Pd 3d3/2 peak at 340.13 eV). Plasmon shifts of 6 to 7 
eV were reported by Rocca et al. [37,38] and Netzer et al. 
[39] using angle resolved EELS. At low temperatures (444 
K in Fig. 3c) the still metallic sample is only adsorbate-

covered, and the plasmon peak is clearly visible. The inten-
sity of the loss peak at 444 K in Fig. 3c is slightly smaller 
as compared to the adsorbate-depleted metal at T> 653 K, 
most likely due to the adsorbate layer present. This is in 
agreement with [39], wherein it was shown that e.g. a CO 
adlayer induces a lowering of the loss intensity. The spectra 
recorded between 488K and 611 K show that the plasmon 
vanishes, supporting major changes of the valence band 
structure of the Pd bulk within the XPS information depth. 
Above 653 K the plasmon peak reappears at an intensity 
ascribed to an adsorbate-depleted metal surface.  

Additional support for major electronic changes be-
tween 480 K and 660 K comes from the observation of a 
pronounced shift of the highest occupied electronic states 
toward higher BE with respect to the metal Fermi level by  
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Figure 4: Fermi edge recorded during heating at 520 K (dotted 
line) and 680 K (solid line). 
 
0.24 eV at 520 K, as demonstrated by Fig. 4. A simply 
surface-adsorbate covered Pd metal sample would not ex-
hibit such behaviour, since the main fraction of photoelec-
trons originates from the layers below the terminal metal 
surface layer. The inelastic mean free path of 650 eV elec-
trons is approx. 13 Å, and the fraction of photoelectrons 
from the first 5 Å is estimated to contribute less than 40 % 
[40]. We therefore conclude that the changes on the catalyst 
affect not only the top metal layer, but extend at least over 
the surface-near region observed by XPS. The perfect re-
versibility of the observed shift upon decay of the carbon-
rich surface modification at >660 K proves that this effect 
exclusively affects the sample surface near region. 
 
 
3.2. Cooling cycle 
 

As shown in Fig 5, during cooling from 923 K down 
to 646 K the C1s intensitiy remains close to zero, as well as 
the O1s intensity (which is beyond the detection limit at 
any temperature), thus supporting the presence of a 
strongly adsorbate-depleted surface. Small amounts of C 
accumulate already at 646 K and below, as indicated by a 
single small peak at 284.50 eV. This peak quickly gains 
intensity as the temperature becomes lower than 603 K. At 
506 K and below, the spectra develop a shoulder at the low 
binding energy side, which likely stems from carbonaceous 
species in a low oxidation state. Speculatively, ethylidyne 
(intensity maximum at 284.0 eV) [32] and more strongly 
dehydrogenated ethene fragments such as ethinyl (CCH) 
could be named [33]. A second peak at 285.65 eV (left 
dotted line in Fig. 5) appearing at T < 557 K is again attrib-
uted to CO, in analogy to Fig. 2. The main intensity contri-
bution to the whole spectrum remains that of the dissolved 
C component at 284.50 eV over the whole temperature 
range down to 435 K. This result is in contrast to the 330 K 
– 461 K heating spectra shown in Fig.2. During heating the 
284.50 eV component characteristic of dissolved C atoms 
should start to contribute to the C1s intensity above 480 K, 
as deduced from the increase of the related PdxCy Pd3d 
component in Fig. 3a at 488 K. 

Complementing the C1s data of Fig. 5, Fig. 6a dis-
plays the Pd3d5/2 spectral range monitored during cooling.  
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Figure 5:C1s region recorded during cooling from 691 K to 435 
K. Photon Energy 650eV. 
 
 
In Fig. 5, the first traces of carbon are visible at 646 K, but 
the amount of carbon increases to a substantial value at 
around 557 K. According to this increase in the Pd3d re-
gion also a pronounced change of the Pd3d peak shape is 
observed at T < 574 K. In analogy to the heating spectra 
(Fig. 3a between 488 K and 611 K) an increased contribu-
tion of a component at higher BE and vice versa the de-
crease of the Pd metal bulk component contribute to the 
change of peak shape. In contrast to the heating cycle these 
changes persist down to the lowest temperature (423 K), 
and the surface does not return into the adsorbate-covered 
metallic state observed in the beginning of the heating cy-
cle (Fig. 3, T < 444 K). This difference is quantified in the 
selected deconvoluted spectra of the cooling cycle shown in 
Fig. 6b. At 529 K the PdxCy component (335.34 eV) is 
strongly predominant and – although slightly reduced - 
remains predominant down to the lowest temperature. 

On the basis of Fig 6a and b it is likely that the elec-
tronically altered state of the carbon doped catalyst ob-
served during heating above 480 K (Fig. 3) becomes 
quenched during the cooling cycle and remains stable down 
to 400 K. This state is also characterised by the C1s contri-
bution at 284.50 eV, which steadily grows during cooling 
down to 400 K (Fig. 5).  

A more direct proof for the formation of the PdxCy 
state during cooling below 611 K and its persistence below 
480 K can be derived from the changes of the plasmon 
peak at 346.4 eV shown in Fig. 6c. Whereas the 574 K 
trace is still characteristic of the metallic state of the cata-
lyst, at 529 K already a complete extinction of the plasmon 
excitation is observed. In contrast to the heating cycle (Fig. 
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Figure 6: (a) Pd3d5/2 region recorded during cooling from 861 K to 423 K. (b) Selected Pd3d5/2 photoemission spectra deconvoluted according to 
Table 1. (c) Palladium plasmon excitation monitored during cooling. Photon Energy for all spectra 650eV. 
 
 
 
3c, 444 K), the plasmon peak cannot be observed at the 
lowest temperature (Fig. 6c, 423 K), i.e. the catalyst re-
mains in the PdxCy state during cooling. 

In order to prove the extended bulk nature of the 
PdxCy species, depth profiling by variation of the incident 
photon energy was performed at a constant temperature of 
488 K (Fig.7). Since the mean free path of an electron in a 
solid depends on its kinetic energy (KE), the escape depth 
of the photoelectrons varies with the incident photon en-
ergy (h ), according to KE = h  - BE -  (where  is the 
work function). We recorded spectra at four different inci-
dent photon energies: 460, 590, 720, and 910 eV. These 
correspond to inelastic mean free path lengths of 5, 7, 9, 
and 12 Å, respectively (assuming that palladium remains 
the largely predominant constituent in the near-surface 
region) [40]. From Fig. 7 it is obvious that the relative con-
tribution of the bulk Pd metal and the PdxCy components 
changes only little with the information depth. The incorpo-
rated carbon affects not only the first layer of Pd(111) but 
extends at least over 12 Å, and we also may deduce that the 
concentration of carbon in PdxCy decreases slightly within 
deeper layers, as suggested by the slight decrease of the 
PdxCy to Pd bulk ratio with increasing IMFP. This result is 
important in view of a recent XRD study [41], analyzing 
the chemical state of alumina-supported palladium catalysts 
(1 and 3% Pd) during the oxidation of unsaturated hydro-
carbons under O2 sub-stoichiometric conditions. In [41] the 
formation of a new crystallographic phase with a larger 
lattice constant than that of clean Pd metal was reported, 
which was denoted “PdX” with X = oxygen. Lacking in-
formation about the chemical composition of this phase, the 
phase change was attributed to the formation of a Pd-
oxygen compound, but on the basis of our work we rather 
suggest Pd modified by a considerable carbon loading. 
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Figure 7: Pd3d5/2 photoemission spectra recorded at 473 K and at 
the indicated photon energies. The information depth of the emit-
ted electrons (inelastic mean free path) was calculated according to 
[40]. 
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4. Discussion 
 

In Fig. 8 the possible origin of the observed selectiv-
ity hysteresis is sketched on the basis of the intensity 
changes of the Pd3d PdxCy component at 335.34 eV, repre-
senting the electronically altered state of the catalyst in-
duced by the high subsurface/ dissolved carbon loading. 
The selectivities given in the lower graph of Fig. 8 are 
based on the fraction of the partial pressures with respect to 
the carbon oxide total pressure 
p(CO)/(p(CO)+p(CO2))*100% and 
p(CO2)/(p(CO)+p(CO2))*100%. This plot had to be limited 
to the temperature range where the overall reaction rate 
(ethene consumption) is already high enough. If – at the 
lowest temperatures - the partial pressures of CO and CO2 
are very low, i.e. close to the baseline, the relative error and 
the noise are too high to extract any useful value for the 
selectivity. 
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Figure 8: Top graph: temperature hysteresis of the dissolved car-
bon PdxCy (335.34 eV) component. 
Bottom graph: temperature hysteresis of the fractional contribution 
(in %) of p(CO) (solid line) and p(CO2) (dashed line) to the total 
pressure of the carbon oxide reaction products p(CO) + p(CO2).  
 
 
 
4.1. Heating cycle 
 

For clarity 3 distinct temperature regions are dis-
cussed. 

A) Low temperature region up to 480 K: A Pd(111) 
metal surface covered by an adsorbate layer containing CO 
is present, the Pd3d PdxCy intensity remains low (in [19] 
we have shown that ethene decomposition toward carbon 
becomes fast at T > 410 K and migration of carbon into the 
bulk at >480 K) and the main reaction product is CO2. Be-
tween 461 K and 505 K the CO C1s signal at 285.4 eV 
(Fig. 2) vanishes, probably due to the increasing rate of the 
CO – oxygen reaction reflected by the increase of the CO2 

production (maximum at 480 K, Fig.1). At  ~480 K the CO 
desorption rate from metallic Pd(111) is still relatively low 
[42,43] and the lifetime of the chemisorbed CO is probably 
high enough to get oxidized to CO2 prior to desorption, 
according to a Langmuir- Hinshelwood reaction mecha-
nism on the metal between O(ads) and CO(ads). 

B) 480 K to 660 K: According to [19] in this tem-
perature region the subsurface migration of surface-
adsorbed carbon accelerates steeply. The Pd3d PdxCy inten-
sity passes through a pronounced maximum at 520 K. On 
the dissolved carbon phase CO becomes the main reaction 
product, which is formed at a steeply increasing rate, mean-
ing that the oxidation mechanism on PdxCy strongly boosts 
CO (from <10 % to >80%) and supresses CO2 formation 
(from >90% to <20%, Fig. 8). For a tentative explanation 
we may think about a too short lifetime of CO on the PdxCy 
phase to become oxidized by adjacent O atoms, which may 
also become quickly consumed by this extremely carbon-
rich catalyst environment. This may lead to a suppression 
of the secondary CO oxidation toward CO2. Generally spo-
ken, it is very likely that CO2 formation from C and O pro-
ceeds via intermediate CO, rather than through a single 3-
body microkinetic process.  

    Recent work on CO adsorption on carbon-
modified Rh(100) by Nieskens et al. [44] has revealed that 
both surface and subsurface carbon greatly influence CO 
adsorption. C(sub) shifts the average desorption tempera-
ture of CO to lower values, which would eventually result 
in a reduced CO equilibrium coverage (and microscopically 
in a reduced average CO lifetime) at e.g. 500 K. 

C) 660 to 923 K: Beyond the decomposition limit of 
the dissolved carbon phase the Pd 3d5/2 spectrum becomes 
characteristic of an adsorbate-depleted Pd(111) metal sur-
face. This transition is accompanied by a partial reversal of 
selectivity toward CO2 up to 750 K (from <20% to ~25%). 
Above 750 K again a trend toward more CO (finally 85% 
CO vs. 15% CO2 at 923 K) is obvious. As was concluded 
from the C1s and O1s spectra, in this temperature region 
both the C(ads) and O(ads) concentrations are below the 
detection limit, so it was not possible to trace the origin of 
these trends spectroscopically. A simplified but rather gen-
eral concept could be again based on the lifetime ratio of 
adsorbed CO and oxygen as a function of temperature on 
the purely metallic surface. This concept is also implied by 
the QMS data in Fig.1, which show no strong hysteresis in 
the high temperature region >700 K, i.e. the strong hystere-
sis effects at temperatures below 700 K are clearly related 
to the formation and decay of the dissolved carbon phase. 
From TPD studies of oxygen desorption from Pd(111) 
[45,46] it is known that chemisorbed oxygen starts to de-
sorb at around 650 K and reaches a rate maximum at ~720 
K. This opens an additional reaction channel to decrease 
the (unmeasurably low) steady oxygen surface coverage at 
around 800 K and may explain the gradual selectivity shift 
toward CO above 750 K. 
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4.2. Cooling cycle 
 

Down to ~720 K only little hysteresis is observed, 
and the arguments presented already for region C) of the 
heating cycle above ~720 K hold. In contrast to the heating 
cycle, below 720 K a general trend towards more CO2 (Fig. 
8, strong CO2 maximum at 600 K in Fig.1) and less CO is 
clearly observed. This trend is related to the delayed forma-
tion of the PdxCy phase at T~550 K during cooling (Fig.8). 
An increasing lifetime of CO(ads) from 720 K to  <600 K 
on the predominantly metallic surface may explain the 
strong increase of the CO2 formation rate and selectivity at 
least down to ~550 K. During heating in the same tempera-
ture region mainly the dissolved carbon state of the catalyst 
was present, leading to preferential CO formation. The 
PdxCy intensity reaches its maximum during cooling at 
<500 K, but at this temperature the reaction rate already 
approaches zero, as can be deduced from Fig.1. Therefore it 
is likely that the PdxCy phase is formed at a too low tem-
perature to contribute substantially to the reaction rate and 
the selectivity pattern of the metallic surface is predomi-
nant. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

Ethene oxidation is catalyzed by both the metallic 
and the dissolved carbon (electronically altered) phase, 
which preferentially catalyzes CO formation. The observed 
selectivity hysteresis is a consequence of the delayed 
buildup of this phase during cooling. Two main reasons 
may be discussed for the high selectivity on PdxCy toward 
CO: (1) since reactive C atoms are ubiquitous in the dis-
solved carbon state of the catalyst the steady coverage of 
adsorbed oxygen may be rather low, and (2) a reduced life-

time of CO on the electronically altered surface may spe-
cifically favour the CO desorption channel.  

Since CO is already a “partial” oxidation product, the 
importance of the carbon-loaded Pd catalyst for partial 
oxidation processes is supported (although no molecular 
reaction products such as acetic acid or acetaldehyde could 
be quantified in this study for experimental reasons). In this 
respect the particular importance of an oxygen-depleted, 
but carbon-enriched catalyst, which remains in a highly 
reduced state, despite of the relatively high partial pressure 
of oxygen, may be rather spotted in the suppression of 
ethene dissociative adsorption. 
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